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About This Game

January 1944. The German Army had their last toehold on the Dneiper River. This salient projected between two powerful
Soviet army groups, the 1st and 2nd Ukrainian Fronts. Though weakened in their previous efforts against the Germans, on

January 25th and 26th, these two powerful groups attacked and surrounded two German corps.

The Germans responded quickly to this threat, hurrying reinforcements from other sectors. Their relief drive made good initial
progress, but stalled in the face of stiff Soviet resistance and both sides antagonist, "General Mud". In the end, the trapped

Germans made a desperate breakout attempt from the pocket. Less than half of the encircled forces escaped the trap, with none
of their heavy weapons or equipment.

Battle For Korsun is a simulation of these battles in January and February 1944. Players control the various German and Soviet
forces which took part in these struggles. The Soviet player must coordinate the offensives of his Fronts to encircle the Germans
quickly before the Germans powerful reinforcements arrive. The German player must form a pocket perimeter, then orchestrate

his relief drive with his Panzer divisions to rescue their trapped comrades
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 Hotseat or German v AI
 PBEM
 Large Map
 Units represent Divisions/Regiments or Battalions
 Variable weather conditions
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Bought this game in the hope of a light version of Panzer Corps\/Panzer General\/Order of battle style game. I knew the rules
was light. But I had technical issues:
1) Three crashes to desktop in less than one hour.
2) Unit markers out of place with attack markers on lone hexes at one place. Nothing I could change.
3) Very slow UI when selecting units
4) Not easy to deselect unit. You have to click on another unit for doing so
5) No loss report after battle. Must I count the strength points manually for all units involved to keep track of the losses ?
6) No loss summary screen so no reason to replay the scenario to gain a better outcome
7) No victory hexes at all which means your actual placement at the map is irrelevant. Combine that with the lack of supply and
you don\u00b4t have any reason to protect any area on the map at all. Just keep your units together and try to inflict as much
loss as possible with no regard to actual strategic or tactical objectives.
No, sorry this game had good potential but is lacking vital motivation points. I refunded it.

UPDATED 2018-12-27
Buy Wars & Battles: Normandy for an easy to learn but much more complex game for half the price.
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